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transition smoothly from java to the most widely used functional jvm based language clojure about this book write apps for the multithreaded world with clojure s flavor of functional programming discover clojure s features and advantages and use them in your existing projects the book is designed so that you ll be able put to use your existing skills and software knowledge to become a more effective clojure developer who this book is for this book is intended for java developers who are looking for a way to expand their skills and understand new paradigms of programming whether you know a little bit about functional languages or you are just getting started this book will get you up and running with how to use your existing skills in clojure and functional programming what you will learn understand the tools for the clojure world and how they relate to java tools and standards like maven learn about immutable data structures and what makes them feasible for everyday programming write simple multi core programs using clojure s core concepts like atoms agents and refs understand that in clojure code is data and how to take advantage of that
fact by generating and manipulating code with macros learn how clojure interacts with java
how the class loaders work and how to use clojure from java or the other way around
discover a new more flexible meaning of polymorphism and understand that oop is not the
only way to get it in detail we have reached a point where machines are not getting much
faster software projects need to be delivered quickly and high quality in software is more
demanding as ever we need to explore new ways of writing software that helps achieve those
goals clojure offers a new possibility of writing high quality multi core software faster than
ever without having to leave your current platform clojure for java developers aims at
unleashing the true potential of the clojure language to use it in your projects the book
begins with the installation and setup of the clojure environment before moving on to explore
the language in depth get acquainted with its various features such as functional
programming concurrency etc with the help of example projects additionally you will also
learn how the tooling works and how it interacts with the java environment by the end of this
book you will have a firm grip on clojure and its features and use them effectively to write
more robust programs style and approach an easy to follow step by step guide on how to
start writing clojure programs making use of all of its varied features and advantages as this
is a new language certain new concepts are supported with theoretical section followed by
simple projects to help you gain a better understanding and practice of how clojure works
shows you using detailed comparisons and commentary how to translate your hard earned
java knowledge and skills into the world of ruby and rails master the fundamentals of scala
and understand its emphasis on functional programming that sets it apart from java this book will help you translate what you already know in java to scala to start your functional programming journey learn scala is split into four parts a tour of scala a comparison between java and scala scala specific features and functional programming idioms and finally a discussion about adopting scala in existing java teams and legacy projects after reading and using this tutorial you ll come away with the skills in scala to kick start your productivity with this growing popular language what you ll learn tour scala and learn the basic syntax constructs and how to use the repl translate java syntax that you already know into scala learn what scala offers over and above java become familiar with functional programming concepts and idioms gain tips and advice useful when transitioning existing java projects to scala who this book is for java developers looking to transition to scala no prior experience necessary in scala are you a seasoned java developer who wishes to learn python perhaps you ve just joined a project where a chunk of system integration code is written in python or maybe you need to implement a report generation module in the next sprint and your colleague mentioned that python would be the perfect tool for the job in any case if you are in a situation where you have to pick up the python programming language overnight this book is just for you hit the ground running and gain a fast paced overview of what the python language is all about the syntax that it uses and the ecosystem of libraries and tools that surround the language this concise book doesn t spend time on details from an introductory programming course or document every single python feature instead python for the busy
Java Developer is designed for experienced Java developers to obtain sufficient familiarity with the language and dive into coding quickly. What you'll learn:

- Discover the fundamentals of the core Python language and how they compare to Java.
- Understand Python syntax and the differences between Python 2.x and 3.x.
- Explore the Python ecosystem, its standard libraries, and how to implement them.

This book is for working programmers who are comfortable with Java or another object-oriented programming language such as C. Dean Wampler, Java expert and author of Programming Scala, shows you how to apply principles such as immutability, avoidance of side effects, and higher order functions to your Java code.

Each chapter provides exercises to help you practice what you've learned. Once you grasp the benefits of functional programming, you'll discover that it improves all the code you write.

Understanding Java from the JVM up gives you a solid foundation to grow your expertise and take on advanced techniques for performance, concurrency, containerization, and more. In the well-grounded Java Developer Second Edition, you will learn:

- The new Java module system and why you should use it.
- Bytecode for the JVM, including operations and classloading performance tuning.
- Working with Java's built-in concurrency and expanded options.
- Programming in Kotlin and Clojure on the JVM.
- Maximizing the benefits from your build, CI tooling with Maven and Gradle.
- Running the JVM in containers.
- Planning for future JVM releases.

The well-grounded Java Developer Second Edition introduces both the modern innovations and timeless fundamentals you need to know to become a Java Master.

Authors Ben Evans, Martijn Verburg, and Jason Clark distill their decades of experience.
as java champions veteran developers and key contributors to the java ecosystem into this
clear and practical guide you'll discover how java works under the hood and learn design
secrets from java's long history. Each concept is illustrated with hands-on examples including
a fully modularized application library and creating your own multithreaded application
foreword by Heinz Kabutz about the technology java is the beating heart of enterprise
software engineering. Developers who really know java can expect easy job hunting and
interesting work. Written by experts with years of boots on the ground experience, this book
upgrades your java skills. It dives into powerful features like modules and concurrency models
and even reveals some of java's deep secrets. About the book with the well-grounded java
developer second edition, you will go beyond feature descriptions and learn how java
operates at the bytecode level. Master high-value techniques for concurrency and
performance optimization along with must-know practices for build, test, and deployment. You'll
even look at alternate JVM languages like Kotlin and Clojure.
Digest this book and stand out from the pack.

What's inside:
- The new Java module system
- Performance tuning the JVM
- Maximizing CI/CD with Maven and Gradle
- Running the JVM in containers
- Planning for future JVM releases

About the reader:
For intermediate Java developers
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using eclipse features and plugins effectively in the context of real world java development
shows java developers everything they need to know to build java database applications with
mysql takes a hands on code intensive approach in which readers will learn how to build a
sophisticated database management application begins with a review of the fundamentals of
mysql explains using java’s jdbc with mysql as well as servlet and jsp programming with
mysql provides a code rich tutorial on how to build the sample java database application using
ejbs the companion site provides the full code examples plus links to useful sites this text
allows java programmers to quickly begin using c and the net framework through a
meticulous comparison of java and c groovy programming is an introduction to the java
based scripting language groovy groovy has much in common with popular scripting
languages such as perl python and ruby but is written in a java like syntax and unlike these
other languages groovy is sanctioned by the java community for use on the java platform
since it is based on java applications written in groovy can make full use of the java
application programmer interfaces apis this means groovy can integrate seamlessly with
applications written in java while avoiding the complexities of the full java language this bare bones structure also means groovy can be used as an introduction to java and to programming in general its simpler constructions and modern origins make it ideal as a first language and for introducing principles such as object oriented programming this book introduces all the major aspects of groovy development and emphasizes groovy's potential as a learning tool case studies and exercises are included along with numerous programming examples the book begins assuming only a general familiarity with java programming and progresses to discuss advanced topics such as gui builders groovlets unit testing and groovy sql the first comprehensive book on groovy programming that shows how writing applications and scripts for the java platform is fast and easy written by leading software engineers and acclaimed computing instructors offers numerous programming examples code samples detailed case studies exercises for self study and a companion website with a windows based groovy editor this step by step guide is full of easy to follow code taken from real world examples explaining the migration and integration of scala in a java project if you are a java developer or a java architect working in java ee based solutions and want to start using scala in your daily programming this book is ideal for you this book will get you up and running quickly by adopting a pragmatic approach with real world code samples no prior knowledge of scala is required the unified modeling language has become the industry standard for the expression of software designs the java programming language continues to grow in popularity as the language of choice for the serious application developer using uml and java
together would appear to be a natural marriage one that can produce considerable benefit however there are nuances that the seasoned developer needs to keep in mind when using uml and java together software expert robert martin presents a concise guide with numerous examples that will help the programmer leverage the power of both development concepts the author ignores features of uml that do not apply to java programmers saving the reader time and effort he provides direct guidance and points the reader to real world usage scenarios the overall practical approach of this book brings key information related to java to the many presentations the result is an highly practical guide to using the uml with java summary the well grounded java developer offers a fresh and practical look at new java 7 features new jvm languages and the array of supporting technologies you need for the next generation of java based software about the book the well grounded java developer starts with thorough coverage of java 7 features like try with resources and nio 2 you ll then explore a cross section of emerging jvm based languages including groovy scala and clojure you will find clear examples that are practical and that help you dig into dozens of valuable development techniques showcasing modern approaches to the dev process concurrency performance and much more written for readers familiar with java no experience with java 7 or new jvm languages required purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code from the book what s inside new java 7 features tutorials on groovy scala and clojure discovering multicore processing and concurrency functional programming with new jvm languages modern approaches to
testing build and ci table of contents part 1 developing with java 7 introducing java 7 new i o
part 2 vital techniques dependency injection modern concurrency class files and bytecode
understanding performance tuning part 3 polyglot programming on the jvm alternative jvm
languages groovy java s dynamic friend scala powerful and concise clojure safer
programming part 4 crafting the polyglot project test driven development build and
continuous integration rapid web development staying well grounded build java based
applications with increased speed and salability using jython this book helps java developers
increase application development and deployment a brief introduction is provided that shows
the differences between java and jython are you looking for a deeper understanding of the
javatm programming language so that you can write code that is clearer more correct more
robust and more reusable look no further effective javatm second edition brings together
seventy eight indispensable programmer s rules of thumb working best practice solutions for
the programming challenges you encounter every day this highly anticipated new edition of
the classic jolt award winning work has been thoroughly updated to cover java se 5 and java
se 6 features introduced since the first edition bloch explores new design patterns and
language idioms showing you how to make the most of features ranging from generics to
enums annotations to autoboxing each chapter in the book consists of several items
presented in the form of a short standalone essay that provides specific advice insight into
java platform subtleties and outstanding code examples the comprehensive descriptions and
explanations for each item illuminate what to do what not to do and why highlights include
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new coverage of generics enums annotations autoboxing the for each loop varargs concurrency utilities and much more updated techniques and best practices on classic topics including objects classes libraries methods and serialization how to avoid the traps and pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the language focus on the language and its most fundamental libraries java lang java util and to a lesser extent java util concurrent and java io simply put effective javatm second edition presents the most practical authoritative guidelines available for writing efficient well designed programs groovy programming is an introduction to the java based scripting language groovy groovy has much in common with popular scripting languages such as perl python and ruby but is written in a java like syntax and unlike these other languages groovy is sanctioned by the java community for use on the java platform since it is based on java applications written in groovy can make full use of the java application programmer interfaces apis this means groovy can integrate seamlessly with applications written in java while avoiding the complexities of the full java language this bare bones structure also means groovy can be used as an introduction to java and to programming in general its simpler constructions and modern origins make it ideal as a first language and for introducing principles such as object oriented programming this book introduces all the major aspects of groovy development and emphasizes groovy’s potential as a learning tool case studies and exercises are included along with numerous programming examples the book begins assuming only a general familiarity with java programming and progresses to discuss advanced topics such as gui builders groovlets unit testing and groovy
sql the first comprehensive book on groovy programming that shows how writing applications and scripts for the java platform is fast and easy written by leading software engineers and acclaimed computing instructors offers numerous programming examples code samples detailed case studies exercises for self study and a companion website with a windows based groovy editor software development today is embracing functional programming fp whether it’s for writing concurrent programs or for managing big data where does that leave java developers this concise book offers a pragmatic approachable introduction to fp for java developers or anyone who uses an object oriented language dean wampler java expert and author of programming scala o reilly shows you how to apply fp principles such as immutability avoidance of side effects and higher order functions to your java code each chapter provides exercises to help you practice what you’ve learned once you grasp the benefits of functional programming you’ll discover that it improves all of the code you write learn basic fp principles and apply them to object oriented programming discover how fp is more concise and modular than oop get useful fp lessons for your java type design such as avoiding nulls design data structures and algorithms using functional programming principles write concurrent programs using the actor model and software transactional memory use functional libraries and frameworks for java and learn where to go next to deepen your functional programming skills you have a choice you can wade your way through lengthy java tutorials and figure things out by trial and error or you can pick up java cookbook 2nd edition and get to the heart of what you need to know when you need to know it with the completely
revised and thoroughly updated java cookbook 2nd edition java developers like you will learn by example try out new features and use sample code to understand how new additions to the language and platform work and how to put them to work for you this comprehensive collection of problems solutions and practical examples will satisfy java developers at all levels of expertise whether you re new to java programming and need something to bridge the gap between theory laden reference manuals and real world programs or you re a seasoned java programmer looking for a new perspective or a different problem solving context this book will help you make the most of your java knowledge packed with hundreds of tried and true java recipes covering all of the major apis from the 1 4 version of java this book also offers significant first look recipes for the most important features of the new 1 5 version which is in beta release you get practical solutions to everyday problems and each is followed by a detailed ultimately useful explanation of how and why the technology works java cookbook 2nd edition includes code segments covering many specialized apis like those for working with struts ant and other new popular open source tools it also includes expanded mac os x panther coverage and serves as a great launching point for java developers who want to get started in areas outside of their specialization in this major revision you ll find succinct pieces of code that can be easily incorporated into other programs focusing on what s useful or tricky or what s useful and tricky java cookbook 2nd edition is the most practical java programming book on the market this guide introduces the java 2 micro edition j2me mobile information device profile midp and explains how to develop multimedia messaging
service mms and wireless application protocol wap based thin client applications for mobile
nokia devices the authors discuss the bluetooth api optimization techniques end to end
design patterns and scalability best practices and provide an example photo viewer
application action game and networked mobile web log annotation 2004 book news inc
portland or booknews com learn objective c for java developers will guide experienced java
developers into the world of objective c it will show them how to take their existing language
knowledge and design patterns and transfer that experience to objective c and the cocoa
runtime library this is the express train to productivity for every java developer who has
dreamed of developing for mac os x or iphone but felt that objective c was too intimidating so
hop on and enjoy the ride provides a translation service that turns java problem solving skills
into objective c solutions allows java developers to leverage their existing experience and
quickly launch themselves into a new domain takes the risk out of learning objective c step
by step guide that introduces novices to using all major features of eclipse 3 eclipse is an
open source extensible integrated development environment ide that helps java
programmers build best of breed integrated tools covering the whole software lifecycle from
conceptual modeling to deployment eclipse is fast becoming the development platform of
choice for the java community packed with code rich real world examples that show
programmers how to speed up the development of applications by reusing and extending
existing eclipse components describes swt and jface eclipse s alternative to the java awt and
swing and demonstrates them in practice in a javalayer based mp3 player shows how eclipse
can be used as a tool platform and application framework beginning netbeans ide is your authoritative tutorial for learning and using the open source netbeans ide platform backed by oracle written by a netbeans product manager at oracle geertjan wielenga shows you what netbeans really is all about and how to install and set it up then right away he shows you how to write your first simple netbeans java application in this book you get a tour of the various essential and key netbeans wizards and plug ins then you start building a more complex java based application using the netbeans ide and you learn how to improve that application by exploring the netbeans refactoring testing debugging profiling and distribution tools after reading and using this tutorial you ll come away with a working case study that you can re apply as a template for your own specific needs you ll have an understanding of the key essentials of the popular netbeans ide summary manning s bestselling and highly recommended unity book has been fully revised unity in action second edition teaches you to write and deploy games with the unity game development platform you ll master the unity toolset from the ground up adding the skills you need to go from application coder to game developer foreword by jesse schell author of the art of game design purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology build your next game without sweating the low level details the unity game development platform handles the heavy lifting so you can focus on game play graphics and user experience with support for c programming a huge ecosystem of production quality prebuilt assets and a strong dev community unity can get your next great game idea off the
drawing board and onto the screen about the book unity in action second edition teaches you to write and deploy games with unity as you explore the many interesting examples you’ll get hands on practice with unity’s intuitive workflow tools and state of the art rendering engine this practical guide exposes every aspect of the game dev process from the initial groundwork to creating custom ai scripts and building easy to read uis and because you asked for it this totally revised second edition includes a new chapter on building 2d platformers with unity’s expanded 2d toolkit what’s inside revised for new best practices updates and more 2d and 3d games characters that run jump and bump into things connect your games to the internet about the reader you need to know c or a similar language no game development knowledge is assumed about the author joe hocking is a software engineer and unity expert specializing in interactive media development table of contents part 1 first steps getting to know unity building a demo that puts you in 3d space adding enemies and projectiles to the 3d game developing graphics for your game part 2 getting comfortable building a memory game using unity’s 2d functionality creating a basic 2d platformer putting a gui onto a game creating a third person 3d game player movement and animation adding interactive devices and items within the game part 3 strong finish connecting your game to the internet playing audio sound effects and music putting the parts together into a complete game deploying your game to players devices java programmers prepare for microsoft’s net initiative while enhancing your repertoire and marketability with c for java programmers c for java programmers will prepare readers for the net framework by
building on what they already know about object oriented languages and give them the means to maintain their flexibility and effectiveness in an uncertain marketplace this book will compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of both java and c to allow programmers to make their own decisions regarding what each language is best used for. Whatever your feelings are about microsoft and its net initiative there can be no denying that c is here to stay the c language a close cousin to java is a new object oriented programming language oopl designed to work within the net framework it improves upon many of the vague or ill defined areas of c that frequently lead programmers into trouble. C is a strongly typed object oriented language designed to give the optimum blend of simplicity expressiveness and performance written specifically for java programmers c for java programmers is not an introductory guide to c but builds on what java programmers already know about object oriented languages to give them an efficient means for making in roads to the net framework. Compare and contrast this book will compare and contrast many of the advantages and drawbacks of java and c to allow programmers to make informed intelligent decisions based on the unique uses of each language with the rise of devops low cost cloud computing and container technologies the way java developers approach development today has changed dramatically this practical guide helps you take advantage of microservices serverless and cloud native technologies using the latest devops techniques to simplify your build process and create hyperproductive teams. Stephen chin melissa mckay ixchel ruiz and baruch sadogursky from jfrog help you evaluate an array of options the list includes source.
control with git build declaration with maven and gradle ci cd with circleci package management with artifactory containerization with docker and kubernetes and much more whether you’re building applications with jakarta ee spring boot dropwizard microprofile micronaut or quarkus this comprehensive guide has you covered explore software lifecycle best practices use devsecops methodologies to facilitate software development and delivery understand the business value of devsecops best practices manage and secure software dependencies develop and deploy applications using containers and cloud native technologies manage and administrate source control repositories and development processes use automation to set up and administer build pipelines identify common deployment patterns and antipatterns maintain and monitor software after deployment leverage the lethal combination of docker and kubernetes to automate deployment and management of java applications about this book master using docker and kubernetes to build deploy and manage java applications in a jiff learn how to create your own docker image and customize your own cluster using kubernetes empower the journey from development to production using this practical guide who this book is for the book is aimed at java developers who are eager to build deploy and manage applications very quickly using container technology they need have no knowledge of docker and kubernetes what you will learn package java applications into docker images understand the running of containers locally explore development and deployment options with docker integrate docker into maven builds manage and monitor java applications running on kubernetes clusters create
continuous delivery pipelines for java applications deployed to kubernetes in detail imagine creating and testing java ee applications on apache tomcat server or wildfly application server in minutes along with deploying and managing java applications swiftly sounds too good to be true but you have a reason to cheer as such scenarios are only possible by leveraging docker and kubernetes this book will start by introducing docker and delve deep into its networking and persistent storage concepts you will then proceed to learn how to refactor monolith application into separate services by building an application and then packaging it into docker containers next you will create an image containing java enterprise application and later run it using docker moving on the book will focus on kubernetes and its features and you will learn to deploy a java application to kubernetes using maven and monitor a java application in production by the end of the book you will get hands on with some more advanced topics to further extend your knowledge about docker and kubernetes style and approach an easy to follow practical guide that will help java developers develop deploy and manage java applications efficiently java continues to grow and evolve and this cookbook continues to evolve in tandem with this guide you ll get up to speed right away with hundreds of hands on recipes across a broad range of java topics you ll learn useful techniques for everything from string handling and functional programming to network communication each recipe includes self contained code solutions that you can freely use along with a discussion of how and why they work if you re familiar with java basics this cookbook will bolster your knowledge of the language and its many recent changes including...
how to apply them in your day to day development this updated edition covers changes through java 12 and parts of 13 and 14 recipes include blade laravel s powerful custom templating tool methods for compiling running and debugging packaging java classes and building applications manipulating comparing and rearranging text regular expressions for string and pattern matching handling numbers dates and times structuring data with collections arrays and other types object oriented and functional programming techniques input output directory and filesystem operations network programming on both client and server processing json for data interchange multithreading and concurrency using java in big data applications interfacing java with other languages this book covers all aspects of osworkflow for java developers and system architects from basics of business process management and installing osworkflow to developing complex java applications and integrating this open source java workflow engine with the third party components drools for business rules quartz for task scheduling and pentaho for dashboards authored by an active developer of the osworkflow project it gives step by step instructions explaining the basics and clarifying and reinforcing principles with real life examples osworkflow is a pure java open source workflow engine for technical users who can focus on the business logic and rules without petri net or finite state machine coding and easily integrate osworkflow into applications to create simple or complex workflows as needed because osworkflow provides a relatively low level but highly flexible workflow implementation for java developers it is not a quick plug and play solution for non technical users unleash the data processing and
analytics capability of apache spark with the language of choice java about this book perform big data processing with spark without having to learn scala use the spark java api to implement efficient enterprise grade applications for data processing and analytics go beyond mainstream data processing by adding querying capability machine learning and graph processing using spark who this book is for if you are a java developer interested in learning to use the popular apache spark framework this book is the resource you need to get started apache spark developers who are looking to build enterprise grade applications in java will also find this book very useful what you will learn process data using different file formats such as xml json csv and plain and delimited text using the spark core library perform analytics on data from various data sources such as kafka and flume using spark streaming library learn sql schema creation and the analysis of structured data using various sql functions including windowing functions in the spark sql library explore spark mlib apis while implementing machine learning techniques to solve real world problems get to know spark graphx so you understand various graph based analytics that can be performed with spark in detail apache spark is the buzzword in the big data industry right now especially with the increasing need for real time streaming and data processing while spark is built on scala the spark java api exposes all the spark features available in the scala version for java developers this book will show you how you can implement various functionalities of the apache spark framework in java without stepping out of your comfort zone the book starts with an introduction to the apache spark 2 x ecosystem followed by explaining how to install
and configure spark and refreshes the java concepts that will be useful to you when consuming apache spark's apis you will explore rdd and its associated common action and transformation java apis set up a production like clustered environment and work with spark sql moving on you will perform near real time processing with spark streaming machine learning analytics with spark mllib and graph processing with graphx all using various java packages by the end of the book you will have a solid foundation in implementing components in the spark framework in java to build fast real time applications style and approach this practical guide teaches readers the fundamentals of the apache spark framework and how to implement components using the java language it is a unique blend of theory and practical examples and is written in a way that will gradually build your knowledge of apache spark if you want to push your java skills to the next level this book provides expert advice from java leaders and practitioners you'll be encouraged to look at problems in new ways take broader responsibility for your work stretch yourself by learning new techniques and become as good at the entire craft of development as you possibly can edited by kevlin henney and trisha gee 97 things every java programmer should know reflects lifetimes of experience writing java software and living with the process of software development great programmers share their collected wisdom to help you rethink java practices whether working with legacy code or incorporating changes since java 8 a few of the 97 things you should know behavior is easy state is hard edson yanaga learn java idioms and cache in your brain jeanne boyarsky java programming from a jvm performance
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perspective monica beckwith garbage collection is your friend holly k cummins java s unspeakable types ben evans the rebirth of java sander mak do you know what time it is christin gorman if you are a skilled java programmer but are concerned about the java coding interview process this real world guide can help you land your next position java is a popular and powerful language that is a virtual requirement for businesses making use of it in their daily operations for java programmers this reality offers job security and a wealth of employment opportunities but that perfect java coding job won’t be available if you can’t ace the interview if you are a java programmer concerned about interviewing java programming interviews exposed is a great resource to prepare for your next opportunity author noel markham is both an experienced java developer and interviewer and has loaded his book with real examples from interviews he has conducted review over 150 real world java interview questions you are likely to encounter prepare for personality based interviews as well as highly technical interviews explore related topics such as middleware frameworks and server technologies make use of chapters individually for topic specific help use the appendix for tips on scala and groovy two other languages that run on jvms veterans of the it employment space know that interviewing for a java programming position isn’t as simple as sitting down and answering questions the technical coding portion of the interview can be akin to a difficult puzzle or an interrogation with java programming interviews exposed skilled java coders can prepare themselves for this daunting process and better arm themselves with the knowledge and interviewing skills necessary to succeed the book on boosting java application
Development with Eclipse exploring Java perspectives is the outcome of years of teaching and software development experience in Java on Eclipse platform. Eclipse is an extensible integrated development environment (IDE) the purpose of this book is to provide an easy way to carry out software development using Java on the Eclipse platform. Its intent is to make students familiar with the creation of Java projects, executing RMI applications, JDBC applications, and application etc. using Eclipse. It aims to provide comprehensive material on Java programming on the Eclipse platform to undergraduate and graduate students as well as software developers. Practice design patterns to enrich and streamline software development. Key features include classifying design patterns into three broad categories, deep dive into design patterns with individual chapters covering them in detail. Understand design patterns to fast track and streamline the development effort. Description software design patterns for Java developers discusses the fundamentals of software design as well as well-established design patterns that simplify and outperform the entire software development cycle. To begin with the book covers various types of software design patterns and how they differ from one another using numerous examples. You can investigate the implementation of various design patterns such as singleton, object pool, adapter, abstract factory, and proxy. Other design patterns include simplifying complex systems, changing the algorithm behavior in runtime, securing broadcasting messages, and many more. Additionally, a chapter is dedicated to understanding some of the most effective design principles and anti-patterns available today. Throughout the book, you will implement the design patterns and understand their purpose, benefits, and potential.
drawbacks and challenges for each of these design patterns what you will learn provide
design solutions that are clean and transparent design low maintenance and low cost
systems design reusable and scalable solutions design solutions that are easy to understand
and readable utilize time tested and continually refined design best practises avoid pitfalls
during the course of designing a system who this book is for this book is for software
developers experienced programmers software architects with basic understanding of
software development and are comfortable working with medium to large scale systems best
to have hands on experience with java programming in order to read this book table of
contents 1 enlighten yourself 2 one of a kind 3 object factory 4 delegate object construction 5
recycle and reuse 6 adapter 7 decorating objects 8 the guardian 9 simplifying the complexity
10 template 11 keep a close eye 12 state and behaviours 13 executing commands 14 beyond
design patterns the book has been fully updated to use jasperreports 3 5 the latest version of
jasperreports previously accepted techniques that have now been deprecated have been
replaced with their modern counterparts all examples in the book have been updated to use
xml schemas for report templates coverage of new data sources that jasperreports now
supports has been added to the book additionally jasperreports can now export reports to
even more formats than before and exporting reports to these new formats is covered in this
new edition of the book starting with the basics of adding reporting capabilities to your
application and creating report templates you will first see how to produce your reports
through the use of jrxml files custom ant targets and then preview them in both the web
browser and the native browser of jasperreports all examples have been updated to use xml schemas new export formats such as opendocument text and new data sources now supported by jasperreports are now covered in this updated edition resource description p your customers want rock solid bug free software that does exactly what they expect it to do yet they can t always articulate their ideas clearly enough for you to turn them into code you need cucumber a testing communication and requirements tool all rolled into one all the code in this book is updated for cucumber 2 4 rails 5 and rspec 3 5 express your customers wild ideas as a set of clear executable specifications that everyone on the team can read feed those examples into cucumber and let it guide your development build just the right code to keep your customers happy you can use cucumber to test almost any system or any platform get started by using the core features of cucumber and working with cucumber s gherkin dsl to describe in plain language the behavior your customers want from the system then write ruby code that interprets those plain language specifications and checks them against your application next consolidate the knowledge you ve gained with a worked example where you ll learn more advanced cucumber techniques test asynchronous systems and test systems that use a database recipes highlight some of the most difficult and commonly seen situations the authors have helped teams solve with these patterns and techniques test ajax heavy web applications with capybara and selenium rest web services ruby on rails applications command line applications legacy applications and more written by the creator of cucumber and the co founders of cucumber ltd this authoritative guide will give
you and your team all the knowledge you need to start using cucumber with confidence what you need windows mac os x with xcode or linux ruby 1 9 2 and upwards cucumber 2 4 rails 5 and rspec 3 5 although java and c share many similarities there are fundamental differences between them this volume is an ideal guide to help any java developer master net programming with c provides link to sites where book in zip file can be downloaded summary effective unit testing is written to show how to write good tests tests that are concise and to the point expressive useful and maintainable inspired by roy osherove s bestselling the art of unit testing this book focuses on tools and practices specific to the java world it introduces you to emerging techniques like behavior driven development and specification by example and shows you how to add robust practices into your toolkit about testing test the components before you assemble them into a full application and you ll get better software for java developers there s now a decade of experience with well crafted tests that anticipate problems identify known and unknown dependencies in the code and allow you to test components both in isolation and in the context of a full application about this book effective unit testing teaches java developers how to write unit tests that are concise expressive useful and maintainable offering crisp explanations and easy to absorb examples it introduces emerging techniques like behavior driven development and specification by example programmers who are already unit testing will learn the current state of the art those who are new to the game will learn practices that will serve them well for the rest of their career purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from
manning also available is all code from the book about the author lasse koskela is a coach
trainer consultant and programmer he hacks on open source projects helps companies
improve their productivity and speaks frequently at conferences around the world lasse is the
author of test driven also published by manning what s inside a thorough introduction to unit
testing choosing best of breed tools writing tests using dynamic languages efficient test
automation table of contents part 1 foundations the promise of good tests in search of good
test doubles part 2 catalog readability maintainability trustworthiness part 3 diversions
testable design writing tests in other jvm languages speeding up test execution learning a
complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an object oriented computer
programming language like java you might think the problem is your brain it seems to have a
mind of its own a mind that doesn t always want to take in the dry technical stuff you re
forced to study the fact is your brain craves novelty it s constantly searching scanning
waiting for something unusual to happen after all that s the way it was built to help you stay
alive it takes all the routine ordinary dull stuff and filters it to the background so it won t
interfere with your brain s real work recording things that matter how does your brain know
what matters it s like the creators of the head first approach say suppose you re out for a
hike and a tiger jumps in front of you what happens in your brain neurons fire emotions crank
up chemicals surge that s how your brain knows and that s how your brain will learn java
head first java combines puzzles strong visuals mysteries and soul searching interviews with
famous java objects to engage you in many different ways it s fast it s fun and it s effective
and despite its playful appearance head first java is serious stuff a complete introduction to object oriented programming and java you'll learn everything from the fundamentals to advanced topics including threads network sockets and distributed programming with rmi and the new second edition focuses on java 5.0 the latest version of the java language and development platform because java 5.0 is a major update to the platform with deep code level changes even more careful study and implementation is required so learning the head first way is more important than ever if you've read a head first book you know what to expect a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works if you haven't you're in for a treat you'll see why people say it's unlike any other java book you've ever read by exploiting how your brain works head first java compresses the time it takes to learn and retain complex information its unique approach not only shows you what you need to know about java syntax it teaches you to think like a java programmer if you want to be bored buy some other book but if you want to understand java this book's for you
transition smoothly from java to the most widely used functional jvm based language clojure

about this book write apps for the multithreaded world with clojure s flavor of functional
programming discover clojure s features and advantages and use them in your existing
projects the book is designed so that you ll be able put to use your existing skills and
software knowledge to become a more effective clojure developer who this book is for this
book is intended for java developers who are looking for a way to expand their skills and
understand new paradigms of programming whether you know a little bit about functional
languages or you are just getting started this book will get you up and running with how to
use your existing skills in clojure and functional programming what you will learn understand
the tools for the clojure world and how they relate to java tools and standards like maven
learn about immutable data structures and what makes them feasible for everyday
programming write simple multi core programs using clojure s core concepts like atoms
agents and refs understand that in clojure code is data and how to take advantage of that
fact by generating and manipulating code with macros learn how clojure interacts with java
how the class loaders work and how to use clojure from java or the other way around
discover a new more flexible meaning of polymorphism and understand that oop is not the
only way to get it in detail we have reached a point where machines are not getting much
faster software projects need to be delivered quickly and high quality in software is more
demanding as ever we need to explore new ways of writing software that helps achieve those goals. Clojure offers a new possibility of writing high quality multi-core software faster than ever without having to leave your current platform. Clojure for Java developers aims at unleashing the true potential of the Clojure language to use it in your projects. The book begins with the installation and setup of the Clojure environment before moving on to explore the language in depth. Get acquainted with its various features such as functional programming, concurrency, etc. with the help of example projects. Additionally, you will also learn how the tooling works and how it interacts with the Java environment. By the end of this book, you will have a firm grip on Clojure and its features and use them effectively to write more robust programs. Style and approach: an easy to follow step-by-step guide on how to start writing Clojure programs making use of all of its varied features and advantages. As this is a new language, certain new concepts are supported with theoretical sections followed by simple projects to help you gain a better understanding and practice of how Clojure works.

**Rails for Java Developers 2007**

Shows you using detailed comparisons and commentary how to translate your hard earned Java knowledge and skills into the world of Ruby and Rails.
Scala for Java Developers 2017-12-12

master the fundamentals of scala and understand its emphasis on functional programming that sets it apart from java this book will help you translate what you already know in java to scala to start your functional programming journey learn scala is split into four parts a tour of scala a comparison between java and scala scala specific features and functional programming idioms and finally a discussion about adopting scala in existing java teams and legacy projects after reading and using this tutorial you ll come away with the skills in scala to kick start your productivity with this growing popular language what you ll learn tour scala and learn the basic syntax constructs and how to use the repl translate java syntax that you already know into scala learn what scala offers over and above java become familiar with functional programming concepts and idioms gain tips and advice useful when transitioning existing java projects to scala who this book is for java developers looking to transition to scala no prior experience necessary in scala

Python for the Busy Java Developer 2017-11-24

are you a seasoned java developer who wishes to learn python perhaps you ve just joined a project where a chunk of system integration code is written in python or maybe you need to implement a report generation module in the next sprint and your colleague mentioned that
Python would be the perfect tool for the job in any case if you are in a situation where you have to pick up the Python programming language overnight. This book is just for you to hit the ground running and gain a fast-paced overview of what the Python language is all about, the syntax that it uses, and the ecosystem of libraries and tools that surround the language. This concise book doesn't spend time on details from an introductory programming course or document every single Python feature. Instead, Python for the Busy Java Developer is designed for experienced Java developers to obtain sufficient familiarity with the language and dive into coding quickly. What you'll learn:

- Discover the fundamentals of the core Python language and how they compare to Java.
- Understand Python syntax and the differences between Python 2.x and 3.x.
- Explore the Python ecosystem, its standard libraries, and how to implement them.

Who this book is for:
- Working programmers who are comfortable with Java or another object-oriented programming language such as C.

**Functional Programming for Java Developers**

2011-07-29

Dean Wampler, Java expert and author of Programming Scala, shows you how to apply principles such as immutability, avoidance of side effects, and higher order functions to your Java code. Each chapter provides exercises to help you practice what you've learned once you...
grasp the benefits of functional programming you’ll discover that it improves all the code you write from p 4 of cover

The Well-Grounded Java Developer, Second Edition

2022-12-27

understanding java from the jvm up gives you a solid foundation to grow your expertise and take on advanced techniques for performance concurrency containerization and more in the well grounded java developer second edition you will learn the new java module system and why you should use it bytecode for the jvm including operations and classloading performance tuning the jvm working with java’s built in concurrency and expanded options programming in kotlin and clojure on the jvm maximizing the benefits from your build ci tooling with maven and gradle running the jvm in containers planning for future jvm releases the well grounded java developer second edition introduces both the modern innovations and timeless fundamentals you need to know to become a java master authors ben evans martijn verburg and jason clark distill their decades of experience as java champions veteran developers and key contributors to the java ecosystem into this clear and practical guide you’ll discover how java works under the hood and learn design secrets from java’s long history each concept is illustrated with hands on examples including a fully modularized application
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library and creating your own multithreaded application foreword by heinz kabutuz about the technology java is the beating heart of enterprise software engineering developers who really know java can expect easy job hunting and interesting work written by experts with years of boots on the ground experience this book upgrades your java skills it dives into powerful features like modules and concurrency models and even reveals some of java's deep secrets about the book with the well grounded java developer second edition you will go beyond feature descriptions and learn how java operates at the bytecode level master high value techniques for concurrency and performance optimization along with must know practices for build test and deployment you'll even look at alternate jvm languages like kotlin and clojure digest this book and stand out from the pack what's inside the new java module system performance tuning the jvm maximizing ci cd with maven and gradle running the jvm in containers planning for future jvm releases about the reader for intermediate java developers about the author benjamin j evans is a senior principal engineer at red hat martijn verburg is the principal swe manager for microsoft's java engineering group both benjamin and martijn are java champions jason clark is a principal engineer and architect at new relic table of contents part 1 from 8 to 11 and beyond 1 introducing modern java 2 java modules 3 java 17 part 2 under the hood 4 class files and bytecode 5 java concurrency fundamentals 6 jdk concurrency libraries 7 understanding java performance part 3 non java languages on the jvm 8 alternative jvm languages 9 kotlin 10 clojure a different view of programming part 4 build and deployment 11 building with gradle and maven 12 running java in containers 13
testing fundamentals 14 testing beyond junit part 5 java frontiers 15 advanced functional programming 16 advanced concurrent programming 17 modern internals 18 future java

**Eclipse in Action 2003-05**

provides a thorough guide to using eclipse features and plugins effectively in the context of real world java development

**MySQL and Java Developer's Guide 2003-03-14**

shows java developers everything they need to know to build java database applications with mysql takes a hands on code intensive approach in which readers will learn how to build a sophisticated database management application begins with a review of the fundamentals of mysql explains using java's jdbc with mysql as well as servlet and jsp programming with mysql provides a code rich tutorial on how to build the sample java database application using ejbs the companion site provides the full code examples plus links to useful sites
NET for Java Developers Migrating to C# 2004

this text allows java programmers to quickly begin using c and the net framework through a meticulous comparison of java and c

Groovy Programming 2010-07-27

groovy programming is an introduction to the java based scripting language groovy groovy groovy has much in common with popular scripting languages such as perl python and ruby but is written in a java like syntax and unlike these other languages groovy is sanctioned by the java community for use on the java platform since it is based on java applications written in groovy can make full use of the java application programmer interfaces apis this means groovy can integrate seamlessly with applications written in java while avoiding the complexities of the full java language this bare bones structure also means groovy can be used as an introduction to java and to programming in general its simpler constructions and modern origins make it ideal as a first language and for introducing principles such as object oriented programming this book introduces all the major aspects of groovy development and emphasizes groovy’s potential as a learning tool case studies and exercises are included along with numerous programming examples the book begins assuming only a general familiarity with java programming and progresses to discuss advanced topics such as gui
builders groovlets unit testing and groovy sql the first comprehensive book on groovy programming that shows how writing applications and scripts for the java platform is fast and easy written by leading software engineers and acclaimed computing instructors offers numerous programming examples code samples detailed case studies exercises for self study and a companion website with a windows based groovy editor

**Scala for Java Developers 2014-04-25**

this step by step guide is full of easy to follow code taken from real world examples explaining the migration and integration of scala in a java project if you are a java developer or a java architect working in java ee based solutions and want to start using scala in your daily programming this book is ideal for you this book will get you up and running quickly by adopting a pragmatic approach with real world code samples no prior knowledge of scala is required

**UML for Java Programmers 2003**

the unified modeling language has become the industry standard for the expression of software designs the java programming language continues to grow in popularity as the language of choice for the serious application developer using uml and java together would
appear to be a natural marriage one that can produce considerable benefit however there are nuances that the seasoned developer needs to keep in mind when using uml and java together software expert robert martin presents a concise guide with numerous examples that will help the programmer leverage the power of both development concepts the author ignores features of uml that do not apply to java programmers saving the reader time and effort he provides direct guidance and points the reader to real world usage scenarios the overall practical approach of this book brings key information related to java to the many presentations the result is an highly practical guide to using the uml with java

The Well-Grounded Java Developer 2012-07-09

summary the well grounded java developer offers a fresh and practical look at new java 7 features new jvm languages and the array of supporting technologies you need for the next generation of java based software about the book the well grounded java developer starts with thorough coverage of java 7 features like try with resources and nio 2 you ll then explore a cross section of emerging jvm based languages including groovy scala and clojure you will find clear examples that are practical and that help you dig into dozens of valuable development techniques showcasing modern approaches to the dev process concurrency performance and much more written for readers familiar with java no experience with java 7 or new jvm languages required purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf
Jython for Java Programmers 2002

build java based applications with increased speed and salability using jython this book helps java developers increase application development and deployment a brief introduction is provided that shows the differences between java and jython

Effective Java 2008-05-08

are you looking for a deeper understanding of the javatm programming language so that you can write code that is clearer more correct more robust and more reusable look no further
Effective Java™ Second Edition brings together seventy-eight indispensable programmer's rules of thumb working best practice solutions for the programming challenges you encounter every day. This highly anticipated new edition of the classic Jolt Award-winning work has been thoroughly updated to cover Java SE 5 and Java SE 6 features introduced since the first edition. Bloch explores new design patterns and language idioms, showing you how to make the most of features ranging from generics to enums, annotations to autoboxing. Each chapter in the book consists of several items presented in the form of a short standalone essay that provides specific advice, insight into Java platform subtleties, and outstanding code examples. The comprehensive descriptions and explanations for each item illuminate what to do, what not to do, and why. Highlights include new coverage of generics, enums, annotations, autoboxing, the for-each loop, varargs, concurrency utilities, and much more. Updated techniques and best practices on classic topics, including objects, classes, libraries, methods, and serialization, how to avoid the traps and pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the language, focus on the language and its most fundamental libraries (Java Lang, Java Util, and to a lesser extent Java Util Concurrent and Java IO) simply put, Effective Java™ Second Edition presents the most practical authoritative guidelines available for writing efficient, well-designed programs.
Groovy Programming 2007

groovy programming is an introduction to the java based scripting language groovy. groovy has much in common with popular scripting languages such as perl, python, and ruby but is written in a java like syntax and unlike these other languages, groovy is sanctioned by the java community for use on the java platform since it is based on java. applications written in groovy can make full use of the java application programmer interfaces (apis) this means groovy can integrate seamlessly with applications written in java while avoiding the complexities of the full java language. this bare bones structure also means groovy can be used as an introduction to java and to programming in general. its simpler constructions and modern origins make it ideal as a first language and for introducing principles such as object oriented programming. this book introduces all the major aspects of groovy development and emphasizes groovy's potential as a learning tool. case studies and exercises are included along with numerous programming examples. the book begins assuming only a general familiarity with java programming and progresses to discuss advanced topics such as gui builders, groovlets, unit testing, and groovy sql. the first comprehensive book on groovy programming that shows how writing applications and scripts for the java platform is fast and easy. written by leading software engineers and acclaimed computing instructors offers numerous programming examples, code samples, detailed case studies, exercises for self study and a companion website with a windows based groovy editor.
software development today is embracing functional programming (FP) whether it's for writing concurrent programs or for managing big data. Where does that leave Java developers? This concise book offers a pragmatic, approachable introduction to FP for Java developers or anyone who uses an object-oriented language. Dean Wampler, Java expert and author of *Programming Scala* (O'Reilly), shows you how to apply FP principles such as immutability, avoidance of side effects, and higher-order functions to your Java code. Each chapter provides exercises to help you practice what you've learned. Once you grasp the benefits of functional programming, you'll discover that it improves all of the code you write. Learn basic FP principles and apply them to object-oriented programming. Discover how FP is more concise and modular than OOP. Get useful FP lessons for your Java type design, such as avoiding nulls. Design data structures and algorithms using functional programming principles. Write concurrent programs using the actor model and software transactional memory. Use functional libraries and frameworks for Java and learn where to go next to deepen your functional programming skills.
you have a choice you can wade your way through lengthy java tutorials and figure things out by trial and error or you can pick up java cookbook 2nd edition and get to the heart of what you need to know when you need to know it with the completely revised and thoroughly updated java cookbook 2nd edition java developers like you will learn by example try out new features and use sample code to understand how new additions to the language and platform work and how to put them to work for you this comprehensive collection of problems solutions and practical examples will satisfy java developers at all levels of expertise whether you re new to java programming and need something to bridge the gap between theory laden reference manuals and real world programs or you re a seasoned java programmer looking for a new perspective or a different problem solving context this book will help you make the most of your java knowledge packed with hundreds of tried and true java recipes covering all of the major apis from the 1 4 version of java this book also offers significant first look recipes for the most important features of the new 1 5 version which is in beta release you get practical solutions to everyday problems and each is followed by a detailed ultimately useful explanation of how and why the technology works java cookbook 2nd edition includes code segments covering many specialized apis like those for working with struts ant and other new popular open source tools it also includes expanded mac os x panther coverage and serves as a great launching point for java developers who want to get
started in areas outside of their specialization in this major revision you’ll find succinct pieces of code that can be easily incorporated into other programs focusing on what’s useful or tricky or what’s useful and tricky java cookbook 2nd edition is the most practical java programming book on the market

**Developing Scalable Series 40 Applications 2005**

This guide introduces the java 2 micro edition j2me mobile information device profile midp and explains how to develop multimedia messaging service mms and wireless application protocol wap based thin client applications for mobile nokia devices the authors discuss the bluetooth api optimization techniques end to end design patterns and scalability best practices and provide an example photo viewer application action game and networked mobile web log annotation 2004 book news inc portland or booknews.com

**Learn Objective-C for Java Developers 2009-11-18**

Learn objective c for java developers will guide experienced java developers into the world of objective c it will show them how to take their existing language knowledge and design patterns and transfer that experience to objective c and the cocoa runtime library this is the express train to productivity for every java developer who has dreamed of developing for
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mac os x or iphone but felt that objective c was too intimidating so hop on and enjoy the ride provides a translation service that turns java problem solving skills into objective c solutions allows java developers to leverage their existing experience and quickly launch themselves into a new domain takes the risk out of learning objective c

**Professional Eclipse 3 for Java Developers 2006-02-08**

step by step guide that introduces novices to using all major features of eclipse 3 eclipse is an open source extensible integrated development environment ide that helps java programmers build best of breed integrated tools covering the whole software lifecycle from conceptual modeling to deployment eclipse is fast becoming the development platform of choice for the java community packed with code rich real world examples that show programmers how to speed up the development of applications by reusing and extending existing eclipse components describes swt and jface eclipse's alternative to the java awt and swing and demonstrates them in practice in a javalayer based mp3 player shows how eclipse can be used as a tool platform and application framework
beginning netbeans ide is your authoritative tutorial for learning and using the open source netbeans ide platform backed by oracle written by a netbeans product manager at oracle geertjan wielenga shows you what netbeans really is all about and how to install and set it up then right away he shows you how to write your first simple netbeans java application in this book you get a tour of the various essential and key netbeans wizards and plug ins then you start building a more complex java based application using the netbeans ide and you learn how to improve that application by exploring the netbeans refactoring testing debugging profiling and distribution tools after reading and using this tutorial you ll come away with a working case study that you can re apply as a template for your own specific needs you ll have an understanding of the key essentials of the popular netbeans ide

summary manning s bestselling and highly recommended unity book has been fully revised unity in action second edition teaches you to write and deploy games with the unity game development platform you ll master the unity toolset from the ground up adding the skills you need to go from application coder to game developer foreword by jesse schell author of the art of game design purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and
epub formats from manning publications about the technology build your next game without sweating the low level details the unity game development platform handles the heavy lifting so you can focus on game play graphics and user experience with support for c programming a huge ecosystem of production quality prebuilt assets and a strong dev community unity can get your next great game idea off the drawing board and onto the screen about the book unity in action second edition teaches you to write and deploy games with unity as you explore the many interesting examples you'll get hands on practice with unity's intuitive workflow tools and state of the art rendering engine this practical guide exposes every aspect of the game dev process from the initial groundwork to creating custom ai scripts and building easy to read uis and because you asked for it this totally revised second edition includes a new chapter on building 2d platformers with unity's expanded 2d toolkit what's inside revised for new best practices updates and more 2d and 3d games characters that run jump and bump into things connect your games to the internet about the reader you need to know c or a similar language no game development knowledge is assumed about the author joe hocking is a software engineer and unity expert specializing in interactive media development table of contents part 1 first steps getting to know unity building a demo that puts you in 3d space adding enemies and projectiles to the 3d game developing graphics for your game part 2 getting comfortable building a memory game using unity's 2d functionality creating a basic 2d platformer putting a gui onto a game creating a third person 3d game player movement and animation adding interactive devices and items within the game part 3
strong finish connecting your game to the internet playing audio sound effects and music putting the parts together into a complete game deploying your game to players devices

**C# For Java Programmers 2002-06-26**

Java programmers prepare for Microsoft’s .NET initiative while enhancing your repertoire and marketability with *C# for Java Programmers*. *C# for Java Programmers* will prepare readers for the .NET framework by building on what they already know about object-oriented languages and give them the means to maintain their flexibility and effectiveness in an uncertain marketplace. This book will compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of both Java and C to allow programmers to make their own decisions regarding what each language is best used for. Whatever your feelings are about Microsoft and its .NET initiative, there can be no denying that C is here to stay. The C language, a close cousin to Java, is a new object-oriented programming language (OOP) designed to work within the .NET framework. It improves upon many of the vague or ill-defined areas of C that frequently lead programmers into trouble. C is a strongly typed object-oriented language designed to give the optimum blend of simplicity, expressiveness, and performance. Written specifically for Java programmers, *C# for Java Programmers* is not an introductory guide to C but builds on what Java programmers already know about object-oriented languages to give them an efficient means for making inroads to the .NET framework. Compare and contrast...
of the advantages and drawbacks of java and c to allow programmers to make informed intelligent decisions based on the unique uses of each language

**DevOps Tools for Java Developers 2022-04-15**

With the rise of devops low cost cloud computing and container technologies the way java developers approach development today has changed dramatically this practical guide helps you take advantage of microservices serverless and cloud native technologies using the latest devops techniques to simplify your build process and create hyperproductive teams.

Stephen Chin Melissa McKay Ixchel Ruiz and Baruch Sadogursky from JFrog help you evaluate an array of options the list includes source control with git build declaration with maven and gradle CI CD with CircleCI package management with Artifactory containerization with Docker and Kubernetes and much more whether you're building applications with jakarta ee spring boot dropwizard microprofile micronaut or quarkus this comprehensive guide has you covered.

Explore software lifecycle best practices use devsecops methodologies to facilitate software development and delivery understand the business value of devsecops best practices manage and secure software dependencies develop and deploy applications using containers and cloud native technologies manage and administrate source control repositories and development processes use automation to set up and administer build pipelines identify common deployment patterns and antipatterns maintain and monitor.
Docker and Kubernetes for Java Developers 2017-08-30

leverage the lethal combination of docker and kubernetes to automate deployment and management of java applications about this book master using docker and kubernetes to build deploy and manage java applications in a jiff learn how to create your own docker image and customize your own cluster using kubernetes empower the journey from development to production using this practical guide who this book is for the book is aimed at java developers who are eager to build deploy and manage applications very quickly using container technology they need have no knowledge of docker and kubernetes what you will learn package java applications into docker images understand the running of containers locally explore development and deployment options with docker integrate docker into maven builds manage and monitor java applications running on kubernetes clusters create continuous delivery pipelines for java applications deployed to kubernetes in detail imagine creating and testing java ee applications on apache tomcat server or wildfly application server in minutes along with deploying and managing java applications swiftly sounds too good to be true but you have a reason to cheer as such scenarios are only possible by leveraging docker and kubernetes this book will start by introducing docker and delve deep into its networking and persistent storage concepts you will then proceed to learn how to
refactor monolith application into separate services by building an application and then packaging it into docker containers next you will create an image containing java enterprise application and later run it using docker moving on the book will focus on kubernetes and its features and you will learn to deploy a java application to kubernetes using maven and monitor a java application in production by the end of the book you will get hands on with some more advanced topics to further extend your knowledge about docker and kubernetes style and approach an easy to follow practical guide that will help java developers develop deploy and manage java applications efficiently

Java Cookbook 2020-03-17

java continues to grow and evolve and this cookbook continues to evolve in tandem with this guide you ll get up to speed right away with hundreds of hands on recipes across a broad range of java topics you ll learn useful techniques for everything from string handling and functional programming to network communication each recipe includes self contained code solutions that you can freely use along with a discussion of how and why they work if you re familiar with java basics this cookbook will bolster your knowledge of the language and its many recent changes including how to apply them in your day to day development this updated edition covers changes through java 12 and parts of 13 and 14 recipes include blade laravel s powerful custom templating tool methods for compiling running and debugging
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packaging java classes and building applications manipulating comparing and rearranging
text regular expressions for string and pattern matching handling numbers dates and times
structuring data with collections arrays and other types object oriented and functional
programming techniques input output directory and filesystem operations network
programming on both client and server processing json for data interchange multithreading
and concurrency using java in big data applications interfacing java with other languages

Osworkflow 2007-08-30

this book covers all aspects of osworkflow for java developers and system architects from
basics of business process management and installing osworkflow to developing complex
java applications and integrating this open source java workflow engine with the third party
components drools for business rules quartz for task scheduling and pentaho for dashboards
authored by an active developer of the osworkflow project it gives step by step instructions
explaining the basics and clarifying and reinforcing principles with real life examples
osworkflow is a pure java open source workflow engine for technical users who can focus on
the business logic and rules without petri net or finite state machine coding and easily
integrate osworkflow into applications to create simple or complex workflows as needed
because osworkflow provides a relatively low level but highly flexible workflow
implementation for java developers it is not a quick plug and play solution for non technical
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unleash the data processing and analytics capability of apache spark with the language of choice java about this book perform big data processing with spark without having to learn scala use the spark java api to implement efficient enterprise grade applications for data processing and analytics go beyond mainstream data processing by adding querying capability machine learning and graph processing using spark who this book is for if you are a java developer interested in learning to use the popular apache spark framework this book is the resource you need to get started apache spark developers who are looking to build enterprise grade applications in java will also find this book very useful what you will learn process data using different file formats such as xml json csv and plain and delimited text using the spark core library perform analytics on data from various data sources such as kafka and flume using spark streaming library learn sql schema creation and the analysis of structured data using various sql functions including windowing functions in the spark sql library explore spark mlib apis while implementing machine learning techniques to solve real world problems get to know spark graphx so you understand various graph based analytics that can be performed with spark in detail apache spark is the buzzword in the big data industry right now especially with the increasing need for real time streaming and data
processing while spark is built on scala the spark java api exposes all the spark features available in the scala version for java developers this book will show you how you can implement various functionalities of the apache spark framework in java without stepping out of your comfort zone the book starts with an introduction to the apache spark 2 x ecosystem followed by explaining how to install and configure spark and refreshes the java concepts that will be useful to you when consuming apache spark s apis you will explore rdd and its associated common action and transformation java apis set up a production like clustered environment and work with spark sql moving on you will perform near real time processing with spark streaming machine learning analytics with spark mllib and graph processing with graphx all using various java packages by the end of the book you will have a solid foundation in implementing components in the spark framework in java to build fast real time applications style and approach this practical guide teaches readers the fundamentals of the apache spark framework and how to implement components using the java language it is a unique blend of theory and practical examples and is written in a way that will gradually build your knowledge of apache spark

97 Things Every Java Programmer Should Know
if you want to push your java skills to the next level this book provides expert advice from java leaders and practitioners you'll be encouraged to look at problems in new ways take broader responsibility for your work stretch yourself by learning new techniques and become as good at the entire craft of development as you possibly can edited by kevlin henney and trisha gee 97 things every java programmer should know reflects lifetimes of experience writing java software and living with the process of software development great programmers share their collected wisdom to help you rethink java practices whether working with legacy code or incorporating changes since java 8 a few of the 97 things you should know behavior is easy state is hard edson yanaga learn java idioms and cache in your brain jeanne boyarsky java programming from a jvm performance perspective monica beckwith garbage collection is your friend holly k cummins java s unspeakable types ben evans the rebirth of java sander mak do you know what time it is christin gorman

Java Programming Interviews Exposed 2014-01-30

if you are a skilled java programmer but are concerned about the java coding interview process this real world guide can help you land your next position java is a popular and powerful language that is a virtual requirement for businesses making use of it in their
daily operations for java programmers this reality offers job security and a wealth of employment opportunities but that perfect javacoding job won’t be available if you can’t ace the interview. If you are a java programmer concerned about interviewing javaprogramming interviews exposed is a great resource to prepare for your next opportunity. Author Noel Markham is both an experienced java developer and interviewer and has loaded his book with real examples from interviews he has conducted. Review over 150 real world java interview questions you are likely to encounter. Prepare for personality based interviews as well as highly technical interviews. Explore related topics such as middleware frameworks and server technologies. Make use of chapters individually for topic specific help. Use the appendix for tips on scala and groovy, two other languages that run on jvms. Veterans of the it employment space know that interviewing for a java programming position isn’t as simple as sitting down and answering questions. The technical coding portion of the interview can be akin to a difficult puzzle or an interrogation. With javaprogramming interviews exposed, skilled java coders can prepare themselves for this daunting process and better arm themselves with the knowledge and interviewing skills necessary to succeed.

**Must Know Stuff For Java Developers 2020-12-25**

The book on boosting java application development with eclipse exploring java perspectives is the outcome of years of teaching and software development experience in java on eclipse.
platform eclipse is extensible integrated development environment ide the purpose of this book is to provide easy way to carry out software development using java on eclipse platform its intent is to make students familiar with creation of java project executing rmi application jdbc applications and application etc using eclipse it aims to provide comprehensive material on java programming on eclipse platform to undergraduate and graduate students as well software developers

**Software Design Patterns for Java Developers**

2021-11-30

practice design patterns to enrich and streamline software development key features classify design patterns into three broad categories deep dive into design patterns with individual chapters covering them in detail understand design patterns to fast track and streamline the development effort description software design patterns for java developers discusses the fundamentals of software design as well as well established design patterns that simplify and outperform the entire software development cycle to begin with the book covers the various types of software design patterns and how they differ from one another using numerous examples you can investigate the implementation of various design patterns such as singleton object pool adapter abstract factory and proxy other design patterns include
simplifying complex systems changing the algorithm behavior in runtime securing broadcasting messages and many more additionally a chapter is dedicated to understanding some of the most effective design principles and anti patterns available today throughout the book you will implement the design patterns and understand their purpose benefits potential drawbacks and challenges for each of these design patterns what you will learn provide design solutions that are clean and transparent design low maintenance and low cost systems design reusable and scalable solutions design solutions that are easy to understand and readable utilize time tested and continually refined design best practises avoid pitfalls during the course of designing a system who this book is for this book is for software developers experienced programmers software architects with basic understanding of software development and are comfortable working with medium to large scale systems best to have hands on experience with java programming in order to read this book table of contents 1 enlighten yourself 2 one of a kind 3 object factory 4 delegate object construction 5 recycle and reuse 6 adapter 7 decorating objects 8 the guardian 9 simplifying the complexity 10 template 11 keep a close eye 12 state and behaviours 13 executing commands 14 beyond design patterns
Jasperreports 3.5 for Java Developers 2009-08-13

The book has been fully updated to use JasperReports 3.5, the latest version of JasperReports. Previously accepted techniques that have now been deprecated have been replaced with their modern counterparts. All examples in the book have been updated to use XML schemas for report templates. Coverage of new data sources that JasperReports now supports has been added to the book. Additionally, JasperReports can now export reports to even more formats than before. Exporting reports to these new formats is covered in this new edition of the book.

Starting with the basics of adding reporting capabilities to your application and creating report templates, you will first see how to produce your reports through the use of JRXML files, custom Ant targets, and then preview them in both the web browser and the native browser of JasperReports. All examples have been updated to use XML schemas. New export formats such as OpenDocument Text and new data sources now supported by JasperReports are now covered in this updated edition.

The Cucumber Book 2017-02-17

Your customers want rock solid, bug free software that does exactly what they expect it to do. Yet they can't always articulate their ideas clearly enough for you to turn them into code. You need Cucumber, a testing, communication, and requirements tool all rolled into one.
code in this book is updated for cucumber 2.4 rails 5 and rspec 3.5 express your customers wild ideas as a set of clear executable specifications that everyone on the team can read feed those examples into cucumber and let it guide your development build just the right code to keep your customers happy you can use cucumber to test almost any system or any platform get started by using the core features of cucumber and working with cucumber’s gherkin dsl to describe in plain language the behavior your customers want from the system then write ruby code that interprets those plain language specifications and checks them against your application next consolidate the knowledge you’ve gained with a worked example where you’ll learn more advanced cucumber techniques test asynchronous systems and test systems that use a database recipes highlight some of the most difficult and commonly seen situations the authors have helped teams solve with these patterns and techniques test ajax heavy web applications with capybara and selenium rest web services ruby on rails applications command line applications legacy applications and more written by the creator of cucumber and the co-founders of cucumber ltd this authoritative guide will give you and your team all the knowledge you need to start using cucumber with confidence what you need windows, mac os x with xcode or linux ruby 1.9.2 and upwards cucumber 2.4 rails 5 and rspec 3.5
MongoDB for Java Developers 2014-12-31

although java and c share many similarities there are fundamental differences between them this volume is an ideal guide to help any java developer master net programming with c

C# for Java Developers 2003

provides link to sites where book in zip file can be downloaded

Thinking in Java 2003

summary effective unit testing is written to show how to write good tests tests that are concise and to the point expressive useful and maintainable inspired by roy osherove s bestselling the art of unit testing this book focuses on tools and practices specific to the java world it introduces you to emerging techniques like behavior driven development and specification by example and shows you how to add robust practices into your toolkit about testing test the components before you assemble them into a full application and you ll get better software for java developers there s now a decade of experience with well crafted tests that anticipate problems identify known and unknown dependencies in the code and
allow you to test components both in isolation and in the context of a full application about
this book effective unit testing teaches java developers how to write unit tests that are
concise expressive useful and maintainable offering crisp explanations and easy to absorb
examples it introduces emerging techniques like behavior driven development and
specification by example programmers who are already unit testing will learn the current
state of the art those who are new to the game will learn practices that will serve them well
for the rest of their career purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub
and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code from the book about the author
lasse koskela is a coach trainer consultant and programmer he hacks on open source projects
helps companies improve their productivity and speaks frequently at conferences around the
world lasse is the author of test driven also published by manning what s inside a thorough
introduction to unit testing choosing best of breed tools writing tests using dynamic
languages efficient test automation table of contents part 1 foundations the promise of good
tests in search of good test doubles part 2 catalog readability maintainability trustworthiness
part 3 diversions testable design writing tests in other jvm languages speeding up test
execution
learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it’s an object oriented computer programming language like Java you might think the problem is your brain it seems to have a mind of its own a mind that doesn’t always want to take in the dry technical stuff you’re forced to study the fact is your brain craves novelty it’s constantly searching scanning waiting for something unusual to happen after all that’s the way it was built to help you stay alive it takes all the routine ordinary dull stuff and filters it to the background so it won’t interfere with your brain’s real work recording things that matter how does your brain know what matters it’s like the creators of the head first approach say suppose you’re out for a hike and a tiger jumps in front of you what happens in your brain neurons fire emotions crank up chemicals surge that’s how your brain knows and that’s how your brain will learn Java. Head first Java combines puzzles strong visuals mysteries and soul searching interviews with famous Java objects to engage you in many different ways it’s fast it’s fun and it’s effective and despite its playful appearance head first Java is serious stuff a complete introduction to object oriented programming and Java you’ll learn everything from the fundamentals to advanced topics including threads network sockets and distributed programming with RMI and the new second edition focuses on Java 5.0 the latest version of the Java language and development platform because Java 5.0 is a major update to the platform with deep code level changes even more careful study and implementation is required so learning the head
first way is more important than ever if you ve read a head first book you know what to expect a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works if you haven t you re in for a treat you ll see why people say it s unlike any other java book you ve ever read by exploiting how your brain works head first java compresses the time it takes to learn and retain complex information its unique approach not only shows you what you need to know about java syntax it teaches you to think like a java programmer if you want to be bored buy some other book but if you want to understand java this book s for you

Head First Java 2005-02-09
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